






























– 2 × 2m telescopes and 10% throughput         
– Rotation modulation efficiency ~ 50%
• Put bright fringe on planet (middle of HZ)




At λ = 7µm F0V G0V K0V M0V M5V
Middle of HZ 2.4 AU 1.16 AU 0.68 AU 0.27 AU 0.08 AU             
Dist. for b=7m 23 pc 11 pc 6.5 pc 2.6 pc 0.8 pc
Star diameter 0.61 mas 0.93 mas 1.22 mas 2.15 mas 3.14 mas
Nulling ratio 5.2e‐6 1.2e‐5 2.1e‐5 6.8e‐5 1.5e‐4 
Contrast 2.1e‐9 5.0e‐9 1.0e‐8 2.8e‐8 1.8e‐7
Integration time 57 days 13 days 3.9 days 0.7 days 0.02 days
CONCLUSION #1
N f d t l h t t H O t• o  un amen a  s ow‐s opper  o  2  spec roscopy 
around Sun‐like stars with θ2 configurations
• Warning: availability of short baselines is crucial           
– A minimum baseline of 20m would ruin the 
performance
















Amplitude and phase of
T
























• Does not seem within reach
– But note: to measure them is to correct them!
Relaxing the requirements with time
• Back to definition: σnull = σleakage / F?
b h d d f ll• Time  e aviour  epen s on power spectra o  a  
instrumental perturbations
N i ti hit i• a ve assump on: w e no se
– σleakage(t) ∂ t1/2, while F?(t) ∂ t
σ ∂ t‐1/2? σ = 2 3 × 10‐6 in 1 sec– null null   .      
• Revised requirements on a 1 sec integration time
Phase Intensity Polarisation




























Ch l t l 2006
Absil et al. 2006 (GENIEsim)














aze as e  a . 
















– Produce offsets in phase and amplitude to re‐             
centre the null with a low frequency
CONCLUSION #3
St bilit i t i 1• a y requ remen s  n   sec
– OPD < 3.4nm rms
Intensity mismatch < 0 6% rms–       .  
• Requires white noise for frequencies < 1Hz














(T = rot. period)     
• Linear terms















Ideal electric fieldsI id t l t i
B t i

























































SNR 1/2 ( i i i )– ∂ nrot opt m st c
• Higher rotation speed shifts the planet signal to 
higher frequencies 
– (Small) gain if noise ∂ 1/f Planet s ignal pow er
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Harm onic of rotation frequencyhalf rotation time
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spectra across “infinite” frequency domain       
• Lay 2004 (Applied Optics)
Sun Earth at 15pc λ 10µm R 20– ‐     ,  = ,  =
– Dual Bracewell, 4m diameter, 0.5 day integration
Assumes 1/f power spectra with no DC–            
– Requirements for O3 spectroscopy 
• OPD: 1.5nm rms   
• Intensity: 0.1% rms
CONCLUSION #5
































– Instability noise is a slow function of λ             


















































photon rate / s-1










ti f t ll li htproper es o  s e ar  g
– Calibration interferometer 












• May not be appropriate for low perturbations           
CONCLUSION #6
• Instability noise reduction techniques     
– Stability requirement could be driven by ‹null› 
instead of σnull
• New requirements about 5nm rms and 0.5% rms (?)
– Part of the planetary signal is lost














d “ l k ” d– Un er  space‐ i e  con itions
– Star/planet simulator and proper data reduction
